
Neil deGraas Tyson and his “Tired of God” video  “don't you sometimes feel sad about breaking
all these myths apart? This is asked by the interviewer, to which Neil responds, “No, because I
think it’s…. Some myths deserve to be broken apart” this is said at 1:12 112 in Greek means
“without the only true God” And one of those myths is Christianity, of which I was a part of.

Here Neil is talking about the myths that -he- is inheritor, or initiated member of the group
keeping them alive in people's heads. Whether Christianity, Islam, or any and all others, just so
long as the stupefied masses do not believe the very Word they are using against them. That is
the magic, and when everyone stops thinking collectively, that the Words of God are only for
some sort of entertainment with no real meaning pertaining to one’s life, that is the beginning of
you opening your eyes and seeing the world around you.

He says his breaking all the myths is out of respect for the human intellect at 115 “A setting
aside” “no longer in effect” This is literally talking of all the people believing other than what is
now My Truth of God. Think, God as always said, His ways are not your ways, and His thought
not your thoughts, is there anything more wondrous than He making it an even playing field for
all, and the (one) who has the fortitude, to receive the fortitude by believing God for all He said,
and that one being the winner! When all those around you say don’t go there, or that is for
someone else, you can’t or shouldn’t, or forget about all those corruptions, who knows what that
means, don’t worry about it. Or how about, don’t worry about studying to show yourself
approved rightly dividing the word, I’ve already done that just listen to me! These are the words
or thoughts all the stupefied public is, in all reality, put upon whomever they are listening to,
even if it’s only themselves they’re listening to. This is all part of the “hypnoid mass suggestion”
this as it is called in the Afterword on 1984

Whether Neil is a home born snake, or a turncoat initiated member of the coterie will all be
sorted out. They're those born into this just as Prince Harry, and those possibly like Camille
Paglia who by her words with Jordan Peterson, suggests she may have been among the
commoners before finding out about the language. For whatever her reasons for study was,
may have only stumbled upon what came to be the language she now speaks and now profits
from those she was a part of. Whether born into or not they are really good actors.

As in the afterword in Orwell’s 1984 Eric Fromm says that man is born nothing more than blank
sheets of paper that any given society writes it’s texts on. It’s that the world has become an
insane asylum run by the coterie, the blind leading the blinder, the worldly wise leading the
spiritually blind. Erich Fromm says that the destruction of humanity within man was not easy, but
that it was possible with the means and techniques which are common knowledge today.

Orwell’s book was published June 8, 1949 and Erich Fromm in the Signet Classics edition in
1961, wrote his “Afterword” as to the coterie techniques being common knowledge in 1961. It
was common knowledge to only those that had the knowledge of which the lower orders were
not a part of. January 1, 1983 is recognized as the birthday of the internet, all the evidence of
the coterie’s enterprise was released on this day, albeit slowly at their pace, and in their way.



All of the Neil Tyson’s, Jordan Peterson’s, Barack Obama’s, all those in the coterie are under
the control of Satan, with evilness bound up in their hearts. They think or hope they have
precluded all of what is only possible to be done by Me the Messiah, today's coterie thinking,
hoping that there is no one on the sleeping right that is going to be aroused. Knowing also that
“If one Man were to stop lying it would bring down their tyranny” as Alexander Solzhenitsyn said,
this is quoted by Jordan Peterson in one or more of his videos.

People are not even aware of their “sympathy for the devil” , the instance with Scott Duncun I
mentioned, who I met a couple of years ago at Opals restaurant. A day or so later I went to see
if he would elaborate a bit more on his comment on forgetting the Old Covenant , I told him I
was writing a book. After he came out of Opals, I asked if he would go into a bit of detail about
that comment, which he then denied, said I was judging him and stormed back into the
restaurant. Not long ago, maybe the end of November 2021, I took him the rough version of my
book and told him I mentioned him in my book, as in an offer to let him go over it and see if he
had any objections. He refused, so I went to PRTC in McKee where his wife works, leaving the
copy with the receptionist to give to his wife for Scott. I then in a few days saw Scotts car at
Opals, so I went in where he was in the mens room so I waited. I notice when he comes out of
the mens room, the waitress stops him to inform him that I was there wanting to speak to him.
After asking if he had a chance to read it, the situation came to be that the owner and waitress
staff were defending Scott, saying that I shouldn't bring drama into the restaurant and bother the
customers. Them not knowing why I asked Scott about the book, and they not knowing why
Scott’s words not mine, was the reason for Scott’s attitude toward me. Just as they have a
misinformed opinion of Scott, the people have a misinformed opinion about God and My word
because of people like scott. I do have My attitude toward those that have the wool pulled over
everyone’s eyes. Just as Scott has the wool pulled over the eyes of those at Opals, the coterie
the (tares) has the wool pulled over all of the masses' eyes.

Instead of the 393 year old Jesus or iesous appearing in the clouds, it was always the one
willing to take upon himself the remaining sufferings for not only his sin, but for that of humanity.
As they in the coterie speak of the things coming whether they believe the things they speak or
not. As with Al Sharpton in George Floyds eulogy, quote; “lives like George will not matter until
somebody pays 154 the cost” 155 for taking their lives” 156

By the times shown in Al’s statement what is said is describing what I was chosen for. in Hebrew
154 someone with “a mighty force” 155 that receives the Glory of taking upon them the “mantle”
that had been “cloaked”, through my willingness 156 to “thrash” the Word of God, going through
it, and working out the differences between God and Me. And in the Greek describes My 154
“asking, and My 155 petition that was as a demand” that God show Me something. 156 Shows
the “cause” , the charge and reason, which was My relationship with God, that was preordained.
You can hear about some of  my experiences on the website, in the about section.

The same example is told in Neils video, the interviewer asks if Neil at least gives people credit
for trying to explain the Big Bang with God, and reconcile faith and reason? Neil says; “I don’t
think they’re reconcilable, well let me say that differently, all efforts that have been invested by



brilliant people in the past have failed at that exercise 3:20 they just failed, and so i , that track
record is so poor that going forward I have essentially zero confidence, near zero confidence”
331

The -exercise- is a -recognition- or -reading- in Thayer’s -a knowing again-  -owning- to read
here means to -understand- As when Peter was told he would receive the key to the kingdom,
meaning it is as if the Peter became the -author- of the Word of God. And that is impossible
without letting the (word) enter the mind and make it one's own. As this is described as being
the problem with the Children of Israel in the wilderness. Hebrews 4:2

And Neil saying he has zero confidence at 331 this in Greek means “a votive offering, a thing
cursed” The # 1 paragraph in the Thayer’s copied and pasted onto a word value calculator
equals 3805 this in Greek means, “one destined to suffer” “passable” endued with the capacity
of feeling (J Thayer)

The word -Innate- on Vocabulary.com as they are a part of the coterie, makes an obvious
reference. The reading on this word is two paragraphs which equal 4950 this in Hebrew means
-what is settled or clarified- -Clear- it is from 8257 -to sink- one verse this word is found in is
Yahweh has sworn by the pride of Jacob, surely I will never forget any of their works. Shall not
the land for this tremble and everyone mourn that dwells in it and shall swell like the Nile all of it,
and cast out (her weapon) and then subside like the Nile of Egypt. (and her weapon) this is a
reverso trans. On doitinhebrew.com for a numberless word. Amos 8:7-8

4950 in Greek is a place of quicksand off the coast of Africa,it is from 4951 meaning -I draw,
drag, or force away- this is akin to 138 -I Choose, to trail- within the language this is saying
that by their trickery, everyone followed the crowd into error.

My job was always to bring Truth, Justice and Righteousness to the earth as the Messiah,
Yahweh Our Righteousness. And as the word Innate above indicates, all I say will be clarified.
This being My destiny, for to have let God's Word enter My mind and it becoming My own,
meant that I had to love God (The Word) more than anything or anyone on this earth. This was
included in the “price” to have been paid, and the fulfilling of the remaining sufferings of the
Messiah's  first coming.

The only way to have been able to endure what I have, was only possible by God having
endued Me with the power. You the Christian will have to first understand that it was a made up
fanciful story of the savior appearing in the sky. That was the way they changed everything
about God. How can a person that existed come to non-existence? You make him something he
wasn't, as at the council of Nicaea where the Roman council decided to make Yeshua divine
when he was not.  This wasn’t instantaneous, it took time and effort from those in the coterie of
those days and their continuing legacy. They knew how gullible people are, and knew that with
their devotions visage and pious action they could sugar over the devil himself. As each false
claim, along with the first false name had taken root among the people, the silencing of God was
occurring. The death of God was this silencing, as in the song Sounds of Silence in the lyric



-silence like a cancer grows- and as the song says; -and the people bowed and prayed to
the Neon god they’d made- this applies to Jesus, Alah, and any and all others.

In Neils video when the host, or interviewer says “people are going to says, “aw those scientist
have discovered God, because God (dark matter) is what holds this universe together”
Dark matter is said at 8:01 -without understanding- -implying probably moral defect-

Luke 16:8 as the Master applauded the wicked manager for his shrewdness,so do I applaud
their genius.

And what they are saying within the language is that their world, or their universe is being held
together by the masses' -ignorance-, that is the -dark matter- The -remedy- is the same as what
is told in Orwell’s 1984 quote; “They only needed to rise up and shake themselves like a horse
shaking off flies, If they chose they could blow the Party to pieces tomorrow morning. Surely
sooner or later it must occur to them to do it. Their created universe having their obliterated foes
in stocks, bound spiritually and totally unaware of it, and this is the theme of 1984, the soulless
automatons created by the coterie.

A look at the following in -The Book of Eli- will shed light on the legacy being passed down.
Carnegie tells Eli why he wants the Book as Eli is leaving his town, Carnegie says he grew up
with it. This at 50:10 5010 in Greek means “an appointed position or rank” this also shown plain
in the study of George Soros as to him being next in succession. 5010 in Hebrew means “to
abhor, or spurn” This is the establishment spoken of in the article in Vanity Fair, about the King
James authorized Bible.

And as Camille says she prefers the British -model- when speaking on some aspects of
education.

Carnegie says it takes an act of faith to build a town, and to make a righteous town he didn’t
have the words and he says “but the Book does” at 5037 this in Greek “both, also” Not
always, but in many cases the word value of mainly the first paragraph in particular words speak
hidden things, you can say hidden things within the hidden. 9723 The both here is referring to
both sets of numbers that make up 9723 that being 973 and 723 this because there is no 9723
number in Strong’s, and those that do know the depths of the language know this indicates this
as such.

To look at 972 to begin in Hebrew it means -Chosen- -One- in Greek -Strong, Violent-
-Mighty- also Forcible, as done by force- Remember everyone has the choice between life
and death, good and evil and in many cases this shows up in the definitions.

723 in Hebrew is -a crib, or manger- the #2 definition for (crib) is a translation of a text for
use by students, especially in a surreptitious way” ‘ a thing that has been plagiarized”



One quote of an influential member of the coterie Dan Brown will up you to see, “These books
can’t possibly compete with centuries of established history, especially when that history is
endorsed by the ultimate best seller of all time.”

723 in Greek is”To Plow” some meanings of Plow is “advance or progress laboriously or
forcibly’ despite difficulties or warnings to stop”

The video “Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson is COMPLETELY WRONG About God” this is from
(Capturing Christianity) the length is 29:37 in length. This also is a performance using video
coding. Think and consider these are your teachers, and this read is about Neil using the Word
surreptitiously, and here is a Christian using the same method.

The first example I will show is the use of the what I will call the ( 5 minute time slot ) 5:00 500 in
the Greek is the word (antichrist) it will become clear that the ( anti-Messiah ) is (Jesus Christ)
who (Yeshau Messiah) was morphed into. Even within the first paragraph on Bilbehub.com tells
this in its own words, quote, usage: -antichrist, either one who puts himself in the place of, or
the enemy (opponent) of the Messiah-. Here’s the false witness’s words leading up to the 5
minute slot,

-Dr Tyson can’t just claim there is no evidence for God and get away with it. There’s no rule in
philosophy or in anything that says only theists are responsible for defending the things that
they claim. Second, the claim that there’s no evidence for God is just a myth, it’s kind of like
saying “an apple a day keeps the doctor away- (5:00) Here just as in the video “A Few Good
Men-Courtroom Scene” as Tom Cruise says ‘you cut these guys loose, you doctored the log
books” (5:00) This is two examples of the coterie making todays common people -Israel- look
like fools.

Next, the name that was chosen for the channel speaks also ( Capturing Christianity ) this
equals 264 which means -to miss the mark- -sin- (against God) sometimes with the -idea of
sinning against a fellow creature is present- this is in the Greek. In the Hebrew its
-brotherhood- It is a fact that the brotherhood has all the peoples duped due to the coterie’s
craftiness.

This is a quote from the Dalai Lama ``-In the present circumstances, no one can afford to
assume that someone else will solve their problems. Every individual has a responsibility to help
guide our global family in the right direction-.

The quote above equals 1917 -To plan against- in Greek. In Hebrew 1917 is -a member, or
limb- (with the emphasis on member here) it is from a root corresponding to 1916 -footstool-
something stamped to pieces- the word stamp one definition -a particular class or type of
person or thing- -cause (a particular quality or characteristic) to have a strong or permanent
effect-



The Dalai Lama was only another actor acting his given part, all part of what is described in
Orwell's 1984, people being a blank piece paper any given culture writes it’s text on. This is
idea is spoken of by Jordan Peterson also talking with Camille Paglia quote, “Postmodernist
emphasis on power, because there’s something terrible underground going on there, and that is,
and I think it’s the sort of thing that’s reflected in the Soviet Union too especially in the 20s when
there was this idea, radical idea that you could remake human beings entirely right,
because they have no essential nature”

This is the incomprehensible things which God entrusted Me with, and will be confirmed to
everyone. There aren't words that those outside the -brotherhood- can hear and immediately
understand, but it will be seen spiritually. Those within the coterie will be the evidence, their
coming to confusion which was stored up for this time. For I was given the Revelation Neil was
talking about that will cause Neil himself, and all the stars to fall to the ground. Just as Neil
himself said in the Capturing Christianity video, -If you have evidence, bring it- I’m bringing it!

Although this is devastating to all you have been led to believe the Big Lie, I took the brunt of all
the shame and disgrace willingly. And to Neil saying he had “near zero” confidence in anyone's
attempts being accomplished of what in fact is the coterie’s undoing of Righteousness, all will
see why he left the possibility with his remark.


